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October 20, 2017 10:43 am ET Order Print Article KB Home (KBH: NYSE) by Wedbush ($27.03, Oct. 19, 2017) We're reducing our rating in KB Home neutral from Outperform, KB Home shares (ticker: KBH) increased by more than 70% compared to a yield of about 14% for S&amp;amp; S&amp;P. The next catalyst for KB Home should be the company's
guidance conference call, scheduled after the market close on Tuesday, January 7, we are taking a conservative approach to our estimated Fiscal 2018 earnings per share versus consensus because we expect general and administrative sales (SG&amp;A) to be higher ($470.0 million) than Wall Street ($431.0 million). We expect KB Home to reload the
number of communities in fiscal 2018 to reposition growth in fiscal year 2019, which may require higher full-year spending in fiscal year 2018, revenue from home builders for the September quarter starting Thursday, with NVR's third quarter earnings (NVR). Assuming the idea is right, we see this as a good time to step sideways on KB Home. KB Home
currently trades at 1.1 times the price/book of FY18, compared to 1.2x with a group of 1.2 times and an estimated price/profit ratio in FY18 of 13.4 times, compared to a group of 11.4 times higher-than-average P/E valuations in FY18. Based on the management's past earnings calls, we expect KB Home's quarterly closure anywhere from 50% to 65% for first-
time buyers. The recent loosening of National Mortgage Insurance standards should benefit these buyers and KB Home by expanding. This catalyst is unchanged and lacking meaningful changes in the long-term strategy of the executive, we expect it to remain at the helm of the long term. After the release of KB Home's third-quarter EPS on September 28,
we have raised our 2018 EPS estimate to be $2.02, our FISCAL 2018 EPS estimate is lower than Thomson Reuters's estimate of $2.10, as we believe KB Home may spend more SG&amp;A in fiscal 2018 compared to fiscal year 2017 to return net community growth in 2017. We haven't seen community counting recommendations for fiscal year 2019, but
we're presuming that some net growth is likely to be based on community recommendations for fiscal year 2018 for flat to down compared to fiscal year 2017. - Jay McCanless Company Mentioned in Hot As the subject of research reports issued by investment firms recently, their comments in any way represent Barrons.com or Dow Jones & Company, Inc.,
who issued some reports provided or hoped to provide investment banking or other services to companies that are analyzing stock prices at the time of issue, the report and the date of the report are in parenthesis. Comment: Email online.editors@barrons.com We are reducing our rating in KB Home to Neutral from Outperform. Thanks to this article submitted
to all items on this page, selected by ELLE Decor editors, we may receive commissions on some items you choose to purchase. The fluidity of this wonderful room design sets the tone for a casual and modern lifestyle. The interior room is considerate but not too much, Gisue Hariri's main floor has approximately 4,000 square feet of living space and the
ground floor, which includes a guest suite/laundry multipurpose room and a two-car garage of about 1,000 square feet. You may be able to find out more about this and similar content at piano.io Ads - continue reading below KB Home is a residential construction business based in the United States. KB Home Shares (KBH) are listed on the NYSE and all
prices are listed in US dollars. If you are a beginner, look for a platform with low commissions, expert rankings and investment tools to track your portfolio. Narrow down top brands with our comparison table. Open and deposit funds into your broker's account. Fill out the application with your personal and financial details, such as your ID and bank
information. Deposit funds into your account by bank transfer, credit or debit card. Find the first page of the Knowledge Base Search stocks by securities name or initials: KBH Research history to confirm that it is a solid investment with your financial goals. Buy now or later Buy today with a market order or use a limited order to delay your purchase until KB
Home reaches the price you want. To distribute your purchases, look at the average dollar cost, which is smooth on purchases over time and consistent amounts. Decide how much to buy. At the final closing price of USD$34.19, weigh your budget with a diversified portfolio that can reduce risk through the ups and downs of the market. Depending on your
broker, you may be able to purchase KB Home's common stock. Check-in on Congratulations, you are the part owner of KB Home, optimizing your portfolio by tracking how your stocks and even business operate with a long-term eye. You may be eligible for dividends and voting rights to directors and executives that may affect your shares. We evaluate
stock trading platforms with a wide range of indicators, including fees, ease of use, existing securities and advanced tools to meet the needs of specific investors. We recommend that you compare stock platforms to find the best platform for your specific budget and goals. We choose Robinhood for this category because it is commission-free and easy to
use. You can search for stocks by company name, and the mobile app is clean and easy to use. We choose to create a portfolio, we choose SoFi for this category because it offers both commission-free stocks and free robo-advisors, which means you can open an active investment account to select and choose. Companies you want to invest in and open
robo-advisor accounts to help you build a portfolio and manage the risks you use. Our choice for mobile users We chose Moomoo for this category because the app is easy to use for beginners, but with advanced data and charts for more experienced traders. You can search for companies by name and click Trade to buy stocks, or you can scroll down to
see level 2 market data, price charts and more information. 2021-01.11.Last Market Close USD$34.1952-week USD$9.7119 - USD$41.991750-day movement average USD $34.635200 Day moving average $35.1878Wall St. Target Price USD$42.67PE Ratio 9.9669 Davidend ReturnUSD$0.6 (TTM) USD3.328 Compare special offers, low fees and a wide
range of investments among leading trading platforms. The value of any investment can be up or down depending on the news, trends and market conditions. We are not an investment adviser, so check your own status to understand the risks before you invest. The technical analysis gauge below shows real-time ratings for the time frame you choose.
However, this is not a recommendation. This chart is not a guide or a guarantee of success. Rather, it measures the real-time guidance of three popular technical indicators: the moving average, oscillator and essence Finder are not responsible for how your stock works. Historic close compared to closing $34.19 from 2020-11-16 1 week (2021-01-05) 5.23%
1 month (2020-12-11) 0.32% 3 months (2020-10-10-11) 0.32% 3 months (2020-10-10-11) 12) -17.16% 6 months (2020-07-10) 11.99% 1 year (2020-01-10) -4.66% 2 years (2019-01-11) 61.50% 3 years 36.98 5 years (2016-01-12) 225.62% KB Home lower or too much value? KB Home's stock valuation is incredibly difficult and any metric must be seen as
part of the bigger picture of KB Home's overall performance. KB Home's current share price divided by earnings per share (EPS) over the last 12 months provides a trailing price/revenue ratio of approximately 10x (27.29) of the latest earnings, which is relatively low compared to the 12-month P/E ratio trailing for the NASDAQ 100 at the end of 2019 (27.29).
KB Home's PEG ratio, the price/income to growth ratio of KB Home, can be calculated by dividing the P/E ratio with growth - so that 0.63, the low ratio can be interpreted, meaning that the stock provides better value, while a higher ratio can be interpreted, which means that the stock has a worse value. The PEG ratio provides a broader perspective on the
P/E ratio, as it provides more insight into KB Home's future earnings by accounting for growth, it can help you if you compare the stock prices of several high-growth companies, KB Home's EBITDA of KB Home EBITDA (earnings before interest, tax, depreciation and amortization) of $452.3 million. Revenue TTM USD $4.5 billion Operating rate TTM 9.31%
Gross profit TTM $869 million Ttm return on assets 5.18% Ttm share return 12.98% Margin 6.88% Value TTM: 12 months of KB home shares, 3.4 million KB Home shares held by investors – also known as KB Home short interest. This figure is up 32.5% from 2.6 million last month. There are a few ways this level of interest in shorting kb homepage stocks
can be evaluated. KB Home's short interest ratio (SIR) KB Home is the amount of KB Home shares currently divided by the average volume of KB Home shares traded daily (most recently approximately 1.2 million shares) Currently, SIR's KB Home is at 2.82 in other words for every 100,000 KB Home shares traded daily on the market, approximately 2820
shares are held short term. However, KB Home's short-term interest can also be assessed relative to the total number of KB Home shares or against the total number of KB Home shares that can be traded (for every 100,000 KB Home shares available for approximately 100,000 KB Home shares available. Currently, the shares are short-term holdings) or
0.0421% of the shares that can be purchased (for every 100,000 KB Home shares that can be sold, Such a low SIR often points to an optimistic view for the share price, with fewer people willing to bet on KB 21 Home. KB Home shareholders can enjoy a 1.82% return on their shares in the form of dividend payments. In the case of KB Home, which currently
equates to about $0.6 per share, although KB Home's payout ratio may seem low, it could mean that KB Home is investing more in future growth. KB Home's latest dividend payment is november 26, 2020. Are kb home shares ever split? KB Home shares are divided by a 2:1 basis on April 29, 2005, so if you own 1 share the day before the separation the next
day, you will own 2 shares. However, the new 50% share price may affect the market appetite for KB Home shares, which may affect KB Home's share price volatility over the past 12 months. The market (NYSE average) beta is 1, while KB Home is 1.8923. KB Home Home Overview operates as a home building company in the United States. Operated
through four parts: west coast, southwest, central and southeast, the company builds and sells various homes, including single-family homes, townhomes and condominiums, primarily for the first time, moving up the first, moving up the second and the owner of an active adult homeowner. There are also financial services such as insurance products and title
services. It has operations in Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Nevada, North Carolina, Texas and Washington. The company was formerly known as Kaufman and Broad Home Corporation and changed its name to KB Home in January. KB Home was founded in 1957 and is headquartered in Los Angeles, California, and currently 10.969% of KB Home
shares are held by insiders and 89.78% by the Institute of Recent Data, introducing 2,140 work at KB Home's account year in November. KB Home 90024 KB Home is: US48666K1097 KB Home. The Committee on The Uniform Securities Identification Procedure Number is: 486168107 486168107
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